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Mary promised that if she could be sure of her " sister " Sovereign's friendship
and assistance, she would recognise her as the present lawful Queen, and renounce
her own immediate rights to the Crown of England; and also reject the clause in
the Pope's Bull which entitled her to reign in Elizabeth's place,
She would not " practise " with English subjects anything tending to foreign
or civil war, nor support any person convicted of treason against her " good sister/'
She would not enter into treaty with foreign Kings or Princes for war against
England; but would make a defensive league with her " sister "; and an offensive
league too, if she could have good assurance and secret recognition of her right of
succession to the Crown of England. She promised not to leave England without the
Queen's license; and if returning to Scotland, she would not try to change the estab-
lished religion. She would grant pardon for offences done against her, and endeavour
to bring about a general reconciliation with her nobility. Her son should not marry
without English approval; and she would endeavour to obtain from the King of
France and the Princes of the house of Lorraine their assent and concurrence in
this Treaty.
But in some Considerations upon this in Walsingham's hand, it is maintained
that Mary's liberty would endanger Queen Elizabeth, and embolden the Catholics,
and that the country is in no condition to provoke such further troubles as might
arise from releasing the " ambitious" prisoner.1
In 27 comments on Q. Mary's proposals, more explicit expressions on her part
are requested: as for example, that she not only avow " the Queen's Majesty to
be lawful Queen of England," but "so lawful that no Prince or Potentate has
-power to deprive her, and that the Crown of England is free and not holden of
any wordly potentate, but only of God, so that neither her Majesty nor any other
who shall be lawjull King or Queen of England in any time coming can or ought
to be deprived . . . "2
Further " Articles for the Scottish Queen/' exact " that she shall no way
relieve or procure relief directly or indirectly for her Majesty's rebels or other
disobedient subjects of England, as Jesuits, seminaries, fugitives/' and others who
" daily seek, or shall hereafter seek to stir up foreign Princes, by colour and in
favour of her ..." In the margin this is marked as " Assented unto."
Early in December3 Sir Ralph Sadleir informed Sir Francis Walsingham that
Tutbury was " in good readiness." He asked for 24 pieces of matting " for this
Queen's chamber and cabinets; for she remembers that the house stands high and
the rooms deep, and so the cold will be sharper, which is the greatest enemy to her
disease and body . . , "4
Three days later. Sir Francis Englefield wrote to the Cardinal of Como,
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